SPECIAL FEATURES

Custom glass top, Italian
glass hardware, marble
and steel backsplash,
silver leaf glass tile,
rosewood cabinetry
DIMENSIONS

16’ x 20’
PRODUCTS USED

Cabinetry: Downsview

Kitchens
Flooring: AKDO

Emperador Turkish
Countertops:

Modern Masterpiece

Caesarstone Pure White
engineered quartz,
ThinkGlass custom
therma-formed glass
in cobalt, red, and amber
Sink(s): Lenova ledge
double-bowl in stainless
steel
Faucet(s): Blanco in
Chrome for main and
bar sinks
Cooktop: Thermador
Ovens: Thermador
Refrigerator: KitchenAid
Wine Cooler: KitchenAid
Ice Maker: Scotsman
Dishwasher: Thermador
Lighting: ICON lighting,
LED system for ceiling
Wallcovering: York Silver
Metallica in kitchen tray
ceiling
Backsplash: Mosaic of
Illusion tile in Petite
White Thasso with
stainless steel mirror dot
for kitchen, Artistic Tile
Silver La Leaf glass tile
and liner for bar wall
Hardware: Schaub Ice
pull in Pearl Clear

Fraught with outdated finishes, inadequate functionality,
and uninspiring features, this home’s original kitchen was
certainly due for an update when the owners hired Haskell
Matheny, ASID, NCIDQ Certified; Sheila Stubbs; and Lezli
Morris of Haskell Interiors. Desiring a minimalist milieu that
reflected their love for modern art, the owners tasked the design
trio with creating a clean, uncluttered space that looked like a
pure extension of the rest of the home.
Demolishing down to the studs before building anew,
the designers added skylight tubes and a tray ceiling with
LED lighting to illuminate the space and eliminate the
low ceiling. Aglow below the new light sources is the same
Turkish marble tile seen throughout the home. True to the
couple’s contemporary style, the designer’s selected highgloss white cabinetry for the perimeter and island, further
PHOTOGRAPHER
brightening the room. A back wall of rosewood cabinetry
Med Dement
with stunning striations helps draw your eye into the room.
A sleek marble and steel backsplash, silver-leaf tile for
the bar wall, and handmade Italian glass hardware provide
MEMBER OF
artful touches throughout the design. The real masterpiece
SEN DESIGN GROUP
of the new kitchen, however, is the
custom glass top for the island. With
ABOUT THE DESIGNERS
brush strokes of cobalt, red, and
Haskell Matheny, ASID, NCIDQ Certified
Sheila Stubbs, Lezli Morris
amber—the same color palette used
Haskell Interiors
in art around the house—the practical
85 1st St. NE
glass top is elevated to art in its own
Cleveland, TN 37311
423.472.6409
right and serves as the focal point in
www.haskellinteriors.com
this modern remodel. «
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